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Abstract
While the direct manipulation of geometric models is well established for robot trajectory planning, robot program logic is still developed textually and provides no visual run-time feedback of its own. The original goal for this project was to enhance traditional Off-Line Programming technology with the visual programming of discrete robot tasks. In contrast to relatively application specific iconic visual programming languages (VPL), we explored a scalable VPL that makes little use of application specific symbols. Visual logic and geometrical information complement each other to provide a simple robot programming interface for the end-user.

The use of visual programming was eventually expanded beyond the original goals of the project. Scalable visual logic was applied both throughout the control system and seamlessly across the system lifecycle. Object oriented principles were also applied to help structure and generalize system components. Results of this project include an object-oriented visually intensive framework for developing discrete-time control systems and an example application of this framework to dextrous inspection. New robotic applications are built by an engineer using a scalable visual language to extend robot control base classes and form a fluid control architecture. The end-user also uses the same scalable visual language to specify, simulate and execute task level robot plans.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Off-Line Programming (OLP) is a widely used method of programming and simulating robot motion. Solid geometry models provide a visually interactive method of specifying robotic motions without the hazards or costs of using real equipment. An important component of OLP is geometric information. Geometric information is migrated from CAD design systems to the OLP environment where robot layout, reach, collision, task logic and cycle-times are simulated. Once a robotic task is programmed and tested in simulation, the task is executed on-line. The geometric information then becomes part of the on-line control system world model [1]. OLP is therefore part of the CAD geometry's lifecycle process where CAD seamlessly evolves from design through operation. This
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lifecycle leveraging of geometric information reduces the complexity and cost of building and evolving control systems.

In addition to manipulating geometric information, OLP requires control logic. Control logic is used to program the coordinated behaviors of actuators and sensors. Unlike visual geometric information however, the control logic of traditional OLP systems is textual and not explicitly animated. Logic information must be inferred by looking at the motions of solid models. This geometric emphasis to robot programming inadvertently de-emphasizes the logic (conditions, parallel operations) portion of the robot task. The goal of this project, therefore, is to make task logic explicit and graphic in order to increase attention to its importance in specifying new robot tasks. Toward this goal, we are developing and integrating methods for interacting with program logic that are similar to the process of interacting with CAD graphics.

We focused on a visual programming language (VPL) that is highly scalable because it relies very little on application specific symbolic labels. Iconic differences are largely reserved for representing fundamental language components. Application specific functions are differentiated primarily using text. The engineer uses the VPL to interactively extend the software framework for new applications. In addition, the end-user can use the same VPL foundation to interactively develop robot task logic using a set of application specific instructions (task vocabulary). Robotic tasks are layered by combining lower-level high-resolution instructions to form subsequently higher-level lower-resolution instructions. The application engineer typically builds layers of robotic instructions up to a level below which the end-user will operate. The resulting layered combinations of instructions form a task hierarchy [2].

Of several applications, dextrous inspection is the last and most mature application developed within the proposed visual software framework. The end-user is presented with a set of robotic VPL instructions which can be combined to form an inspection task. This inspection task in the form of visual logic is coupled with traditional geometric specifications made directly on graphical solid geometry. New inspection tasks require changes primarily to geometric information but very few changes to the visual logic. The visual logic is altered primarily for new robotic applications of the framework or for logic intensive robotic tasks.

In section 2, the paper delineates the primary technical areas of study, their scope and related work. In section 3 the paper describes the inspection application and how the end-user tool is used to interactively specify, simulate and execute an inspection task using both traditional geometry and visual logic. In section 4, the object-oriented software, control and implementation architectures are presented. In section 5, the paper presents the role of visual logic in supporting system wide control behaviors.

2. SCOPE

2.1 Visual Programming Languages (VPL) for the Man-Machine interface
Traditional man-machine interfaces (MMI) or graphical user interfaces (GUI) consist primarily of customizable widgets such as symbolic icons, menus, dials, and charts. A visual programming languages is also an important part of the MMI but differs from traditional interface components. A VPL involves the use of directly manipulable and generic visual structures such as box and line (graph) languages. As such, visual programming languages are a class of visual formalisms [3]. As general programming languages, visual formalisms take advantage of human vision's high bandwidth, pattern recognition and random access abilities. This project explores the use of visual programming over traditional graphical user interface components.
A scalable VPL was explored in order to minimize application specific symbolism. Iconic differences are reserved for the language's fundamental constructs such as boolean, instantiation or branching operations. In contrast, many VPLs make greater use of symbolic icons to simplify the recognition of operations [4]. Symbolic languages such as these are not currently addressed but could be supported using scalable languages by attaching symbolic icons to otherwise textually differentiated icons. Such a hybrid iconic facility would enable the system to support an even greater variety of VPL vocabularies.

Initially the project focused on improving the interactive specification and verification of robot tasks by the end-user. The early benefits of visual programming (as described in the conclusion) led to its expanded role. Visual programming was eventually applied to many levels of control as described in the implementation architecture.

2.2 Object Orientation
Visual programming functionality for this project was supported by Prograph 2.5. Prograph is a commercial object-oriented development environment. Object Oriented class hierarchies were applied to all components of the control system as compared to the GISC system [5] where objects are used primarily for equipment level control interfaces to actuators and sensors. The class definitions provide a reusable information modelling framework for subsequent applications. In addition, the visual representation of class hierarchies helped in understanding the overall system and in identifying generalizable components across branches of class trees. Despite their importance, concurrency and control architecture information were not explicitly represented graphically for this project. Concurrent behavior is not explicitly managed in our system as do some object oriented tools through the use of state charts [6] [7]. Instead our system uses a recursive scheme (section 4.1) to interleaves control node processes.

Object-oriented system typically include memory management facilities such as garbage collection. Garbage collection supports the run-time creation and destruction of objects. Traditional software languages are also used to accomplishing memory management tasks particularly where performance tuning is needed to support high frequency sensory interactive servoing [4]. Object-oriented systems, however, provide explicit services and language constructs that encourage on-line variability in the structure of algorithms. To this effect, our system uses a recursive scheme to traverse a hierarchy of otherwise independent control node objects.

3. APPLICATION

3.1 Dextrous Inspection Workcell
Dextrous inspection was chosen in order to support the efforts of the Auto Body Consortium project in improving the dimensional quality of car body assemblies. Dextrous inspection provides flexible and in-line inspection. In-line inspection is more effective than off-line inspection because in-line inspection measures 100% of parts and provides immediate feedback about up-line problems or down-line solutions. Measurement accuracy, however, is lower than with traditional coordinate measuring machines.

The visual programming tool is designed to simplify the task of specifying robotic inspection tasks for the end-user. Geometric information is inherently intuitive as a direct representation of objects. Visual logic was added to the interface to further simplify the task of specifying task logic in a syntax neutral way. The inspection workcell shown in Figure 1a consists of a Robotics Research Corp. (RRC) arm and LVDT touch probe. Figure 1b illustrates the traditional geometric representation of the workcell used to interactively specify robot trajectories.
Unlike traditional OLP systems, however, the robot task logic (conditionals, parallel operations, loops, etc.) is an equally noticeable graphical and interactive part of the user interface. As described in section 4.3, the geometric information and visual logic are displayed on different monitors. Figure 2 provides an example of the visual logic display for the end-user. This example represents an inspection plan that is animated during execution and provides the end-user with a clear understanding of the logical system state as a supplement to traditional geometrical state information. This visual logic can be interactively paused, modified and resumed by the end-user.

Figure 2 - Visual logic of inspection plan

3.2 The Man-Machine Interface
The end-user uses visual logic as a simple (no syntax, clarity of logic flow) highly interactive language for designing, testing and executing robot tasks. Execution may be paused and resumed at any time during interpreted execution. The logic can be modified during a pause and execution is resumed just before the modified code. The mouse is used to add new instruction icons or change flow connections. This visual programming framework is based on the Prograph 2.5 language. This language provides all the constructs of a full featured language such as C but in the form of data flow graphs. Iterations between design and execution are modeless in that the granularity of each iterative cycle is completely adaptable by the developer. Transitions between each mode (editing, execution) take no significant amount of time compared to traditional compilation cycles. This language foundation was used to build objects specific to robot control. In addition, application specific instructions are encapsulated in the form of new textually differentiated icons. The developer implements an application specific set of instructions which can be assembled by the end-user. The set of instructions available to the end-user in this way is called the task vocabulary for a specific application.
The visual combination of robot task instructions by the end-user is not subject to a static validation prior to execution. The validity of connected instructions is evaluated at run-time. This approach is similar to that of textual languages with no static type checking. Systems such as these are allowed greater run-time variability in the connections of VPL constructs but will require greater care in operational testing. To minimize operational testing requirements, the developer implements some dynamic type checking. For example, algorithms are added to critical robot instructions to check incoming data flows at run-time. This embedded validation of data flow provides increased system safety while preserving end-user flexibility.

3.3 Inspection Task User Scenario
The GUI dialogue consists of menus and prompts that guide the user in specifying inspection tasks. The inspection task specification consists of both geometric and logical information. First the user selects inspection trajectories by picking points directly on the 3D CAD model of the part as shown in Figure 1b. These points are immediately checked for static reachability. Static reachability is a fast and preliminary way to check for reach by checking whether the robot can reach each inspection point based on a common starting configuration. Further checking of reachability is performed at run-time to establish the reach of inspection points in their task specific sequence. Once the inspection points are selected and checked, they are combined with the inspection plan logic shown in Figure 2 and tested in simulation. Unlike traditional OLP system, the plan logic is graphically animated during execution to provide the end-user with a clear and rapid understanding of both the entire inspection task and the current execution state. The visual logic is responsible for retrieving inspection point geometry at the plan step labeled “retrieve inspection path”. The inspection points are then fed to the inspection subroutine “inspect each point in inspection task”. Potential collisions and dynamic reachability are checked at run-time within the geometric simulation. The visual logic on the other hand runs interpreted and may be paused, modified and resumed at any time. This level of iteration with the task logic provides greater control over the process of specifying, testing and executing a robot task.

Once the inspection trajectory and task logic are deemed satisfactory, the inspection task (geometry and logic) is automatically translated and downloaded to the lower level robot control system. The RRC robot will execute the inspection task and display its activity in real-time through the 3D graphical display. Resulting inspection measurements are imported into the simulated world and are viewed in 3D near their respective nominal inspection points.

4. SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK

4.1 Reference Control Architecture
Control functionality for the system described in this paper is organized according to the RCS hierarchical reference architecture [2]. Figure 3 illustrates a general instance of this architecture.

Figure 3 shows an example full-featured design whereas the control hierarchy for this project’s implementation (presented later) is much simpler. This reference architecture has proven very useful in organizing complex manufacturing, autonomous vehicle and other robotic systems. Control nodes consist of Sensory Processing (SP), World Modelling (WM) and Task Decomposition (TD) processes. TD in turn contains Job Assignment (JA), Planning (PL) and Execution (EX) modules. The architecture provides powerful and generic guidelines for organizing a hierarchy of control behaviors.

A basic understanding of this architecture is helpful for understanding latter sections of this paper. This control structure is reflected in the low level control of the RRC arm and touch probe, higher level visual control logic, class hierarchies, communications and control behaviors [8].
4.2 Application Control Architecture

The inspection application required primarily discrete elementary move (e-move) and task level control (3rd and 4th levels). These mid-levels of control are interfaced with existing RCS primitive (prim) and servo control modules [9,10]. Task level control, for example, involves planning around statements like: “inspect part A” or “assemble parts A and B”. Task level plans then decompose these task commands into commands that are issued to the lower e-move control level. Commands to the e-move control level typically refer to features on a part. The plan in Figure 2 is one such plan for inspecting a series of points on the surface of a part. This transformation from one control level to the next involves retrieving world model data such as inspection points, part locations and part features. This world model data is used to specify motion command parameters or to make decisions about what action to take next.

Sensory processing is responsible for processing, abstracting and storing real-time feedback for use in planning and execution at each control level. The e-move control level of the inspection application, for example, accepts the measured inspection data and stores it together with the original nominal inspection points. The nominal and measured inspection points are now available within the world model for further processing and evaluation. The existing primitive and servo levels of control as described in [10] also use sensory processing.

The application specific control architecture in Figure 4 follows reference architecture guidelines. The design of a control hierarchy typically begins with primarily “top-down” analysis of the task. The potential task decomposition is iterated against a “bottom-up” process and resource analysis. For this application, the primary task is to inspect a part. The resulting hierarchy for this application is a rather straightforward coupling of the robot and probe resources with the inspection task. In addition, the level control node is added to decompose the inspection task among multiple features on one part. The resulting command vocabulary is shown between control levels. The Prim and Servo modules are labeled with “real or simulated” because control nodes at various stages of development can be connected to test the system incrementally. For example, the real Prim and Servo levels can drive a dynamic simulation of the robot activity. In another configuration, Prim an Servo are simulated from within CimStation (commercial OLP tool) to drive a graphical simulation of the plant. The real Prim and Servo can also drive the plant simulation. In contrast, the Emove and Task levels of control evolve in a more seamless fashion through their lifecycle (design -> simulation -> operation).

The operational control hierarchy is fluid. Messages between control nodes are targeted at run time. No persistent connection exists between any two control nodes. For this implementation, however, the small number of lower level resources means that the control hierarchy is relatively static.
4.3 Implementation Architecture

Figure 5 summarizes the major software tools, functional components and communication channels of the implementation. The dynamic and servo control modules are covered in [9,10].

The two major components of the “user interface” include three dimensional (3D) geometric information and two dimensional (2D) information each managed primarily by CimStation and Prograph respectively. These two components are managed by different applications and, for this implementation, run on different computers. The two interface components are coordinated through the exchange of events. The events transfer control between the two displays to support a constrained interaction script for inspection. The distributed user interface required that we develop additional functionality within CimStation to support communication with a remote user interface and to script 3D graphic user interactions.

4.4 System Classes

Object-oriented facilities are an integral part of the Prograph language and were applied to all control and user interface components running on the Macintosh. The Emove, Task and user interface components shown in the upper right hand corner of Figure 5 were implemented using the major classes shown in Figure 6. These class structures are the result of an iterative development process.
whereby higher level specifications are increasingly stable with each subsequent application and lower level branches are used to capture more immediate and localized changes to the system. Some familiarity with the object-oriented concepts of polymorphism, encapsulation and inheritance is helpful for understanding the class structure described below.

Command frames encapsulate the command vocabulary between control nodes. While some specializations are specific to the robot (RRC task, RRC emove) other command classes remain more generic (prim move, prim grip). Generic classes are used whenever possible. Characteristics that are specific to an application or to specific equipment may require a specialized subclass. This subclass may in turn become a relatively generic class with subclasses of its own. The process of structuring new classes is still very much an art. However, adding new classes is much clearer in a system such as this one where several stable levels of classes have already been developed.

The parameter classes are most often used to encapsulate parameter data that is part of a command frame. The *cartesian parameter* contains all of the information passed into the primitive control node for operating the RRC robot. The *cartesian parameter* attributes are: *cartes_space_algorithm*, *cartes_goal_position*, *pose_offset*, *goal_pose*, *world_ref_frame*, *endeff_ref_frame*, *redundancy_resolution*, *compliance_goal*, *goal_force*, *force_offset*, *destination_object*, and *traversal_time*. The *inspection_path* parameter is used to encapsulate inspection path information within the RRC primitive control node world model. The *universal parameter* is used to instantiate parameters where type information is part of the attribute list rather than part of the class specification. This is convenient for simple or short-lived data type objects that do not require their own class.

![Diagram of class hierarchies](image)

*Figure 6 - Major class hierarchies for the RRC workcell*

The plan and step classes are specifications of available plans and plan steps. The actual plans and steps are stored in an other class hierarchy (not shown) that functions as a persistent directory structure for storing methods. This approach is necessary to define classes that are primarily logical (rather than data) oriented. Conventional object-oriented systems do not support the storage of methods as objects themselves. Ideally an object-oriented system should function like a database where object "attributes" consist of anything from traditional data type objects to logical-type objects.
The RCS process hierarchy specifies virtual process classes (also called active objects or agents). These objects are used to construct the control hierarchy shown in Figure 4. Currently, the TD behaviors are completely generic. Future applications may require control level, control node or application specific specializations in which case the TD class hierarchy will be extended.

5.0 SYSTEM BEHAVIOR

Traditional object-oriented classes do not explicitly express dynamic system behaviors. Two major behaviors are therefore described below.

5.1 Recursive Servo Loop Scheduler
The Servo Loop Scheduler is a data flow process whose responsibility is analogous to that of an operating system scheduler. The Scheduler subdivides and executes otherwise logically concurrent RCS processes including SP, WM, JA, PL and EX (defined on page 5) One grouping of this set is called a control node. In addition, the scheduler orders the execution of these processes to reflect the behavior of a servo control loop as shown in Figure 2. This scheduler is then recursively nested in order to traverse the hierarchical branches of an RCS control tree such as the one in Figure 4.

Figure 7 represents the Prograph data-flow program for cycling through SP, WM, JA, PL and EX. This program is recursively nested and the arrows which enter and exit the dashed contour represent the entrance and exit channels of the recursion.

![Figure 7- Recursively Nested Servo Loop](image)

The Scheduler subdivides and interleaves the execution of these logically concurrent RCS control node processes according to a certain granularity. For this system the granularity is event driven rather than time based. Command frame messages are the controlling events. In other words, each of the control node processes will be cycled once for each command frame issued by the same node. The recursion, therefore, traverses the run-time COMMAND tree. The functional nature of this interleaving process means that interleaved segments do not take the same amount of time to complete. Rather, the relative execution time spent executing different control nodes will vary slightly depending on the time required to complete one inter-level command (or event).

This execution schedule may provide a relatively complete solution for executing concurrent RCS modules on one physical CPU. Theoretically, a fast CPU could apply this recursive schedule to a set of concurrent RCS modules and ensure that the real-time requirements of the lowest control levels are met and that subsequently higher levels of control are executed relatively fewer times as suggested by the reference architecture.
5.2 Task Decomposition Planning
Task decomposition involves three potentially pipelined functions: Job Assignment (JA), Planning (PL) and Execution (EX). The job assignment allocates tasks among multiple subordinate agents. The Planner is responsible for producing (planning) coordinated plans of action for each subordinate agent. Finally the executor executes the plan produced by the planning module and integrates feedback.

Planning is largely performed off-line by the end-user. On-line planning functions for this system involve changes in data but not in the plan structure. The plan structure captures a mix of information that spans the scope of all three functions (JA, PL, EX). For example, a particular plan step may require a specific subordinate executor in which case the job assignment is hardcoded. As another example, a visual plan (tree diagram) with joining flows can specify a planned synchronization point. The plan in Figure 2 is an example plan where some JA, PL and EX functions are an integrated part of the plan. In addition, base classes for JA, PL and EX encapsulate generic behaviors that form the system design.

In our system, if a plan step does not contain the information necessary for its execution (such as target agent or world model data) then JA, PL and EX apply their generic methods of completing the step DATA. Plan LOGIC, on the other hand, cannot be modified by JA, PL or EX. Plans are written in Prograph and no facility currently exists for computationally modifying the logic of Prograph programs. Plan data is completed one plan step at a time. Plan steps are identified and passed through JA, PL and EX as shown in Figure 4. The identification of plan steps from a Prograph plan is the only reflection available. Each plan step leads to one command frame (but may lead to many). The execution of JA, PL, EX and other concurrent RCS modules are therefore segmented and interleaved recursively around each plan step such as those shown in Figure 2.

6. CONCLUSION

Intelligent manufacturing systems are becoming increasingly difficult to manage effectively as the number and diversity of integrated components continue to grow. Standardization and unification provide means of simplifying the integration of complex systems by industry. This project has increased our understanding of how a scalable visual language can be used to integrate different system across their lifecycles. Most importantly, this understanding will be used to promote the use of commercial visual languages as a unifying technology and to support the unification of general and domain specific languages to further industry’s progress in managing complex intelligent systems.

Visual logic is an intuitive method of providing the non-programmer a method of capturing and observing the logic of robot plans at various levels of control. The visual logic for an inspection task, for example, is an explicit part of the interactive graphical interface. The entire task is made clear and the currently executing step is highlighted. This logical information is not clear from looking at only geometric animations and static program text. The logic information is also relatively free of syntax. Interpreted and animated execution alleviates long compilation cycles and promotes a modeless development approach. Visual logic is also a very good functional compliment to more common visual languages for creating concurrent agents and describing state machine behavior. Visual logic is also broadly useful for its scaling and lifecycle properties as illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. Geometry is a more familiar concept that exhibits similar properties.
7. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We will continue to explore and possibly unify scalable and evolutionary visual constructs for other domains and other systems dimensions such as concurrency and behavior. We intend to support general purpose and domain specific visual programming languages such as those listed in the IEC-1131-3 Programmable Controller Programming Languages standard (Ladder Diagram [LD], Function Block Diagrams [FBD] and Sequential Function Charts [SFC]). In addition, visual language constructs might be unified to cover an even greater range of intelligent manufacturing operations for both discrete and continuous processes [11].

The framework described in this paper emphasizes the use of geometry, hierarchy (control architecture and classes), and visual programming of functional algorithms. These “meta-quantifications of complexity” [12] provide powerful methods for understanding and building complex systems. These methods also have in common their strong dependence on visual and scalable representations for their understanding, manipulation and improvement. The following future directions integrate control and software architectural principles and will in turn benefit from the visual representations discussed in this paper.

7.1 Reflective Planning:
Computational planners (non-human) rarely manipulate non-linear logic as part of their planning duties. Complex plan logic is therefore often pre-determined manually. Completely automated planning, however, will require the manipulation of logic. Manipulating logic is counter to traditional computing methods where data and function are separate and only data is changed at run time.
In order to modify or generate plan logic on-line, access is needed in the same way that data is traditionally manipulated at run-time. One solution, therefore, is to represent plans (including complex logic) as manipulable data structures. The approach taken by expert systems, for example, is to store rules and then chain these rules according to a pre-determined decision scheme. The expert systems, however, are rarely written in their own language. A more unified solution would involve using the same language for planning as for representing plans themselves. Broad computational reflection would provide this ability to modify Prograph plans, for example, using the same language [13].

Computational reflection also leads to the possibility of developing many levels of planning reflection. Each resulting plan at a particular level of reflection would in turn act as a planner for yet another planning level. The last planning level would produce a non-reflective plan for execution. Multiple levels of reflective planning are similar to the abstract layering of hierarchical control levels. Reflection might therefore provide an appropriate language between behavior generation modules of lower resolution. Low level high-resolution control modules can transition to more efficient message based communication.

7.2 Coordination hierarchy
System Architectures are often characterized and limited by relatively planar representations. The following structure, however, illustrates how complex visual geometries can help express and build advanced system architectures. First consider how an open operating system (OS) can be customized to exhibit a specific behavior such as scheduling. This customization may take a very specific form such as to coordinate the execution of two specific control nodes. A hierarchy of such OS-like schedulers form a coordination hierarchy as pictured in Figure 10(b). At the lowest level, this orthogonal behavior plane can coordinate groups of devices and sensors [14]. Other orthogonal (or less than orthogonal) hierarchies can be used to synchronize the execution of two or more plans (inset). In general various degrees of orthogonal behavioral planes can be used to effectively manage several focused but cooperating behavioral hierarchies.
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